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ABSTRACT
Ensembles of elongated magnetic droplets in a rotating field are studied experimentally. In a given
range of field strength and frequency the droplets form rotating structures with a triangular order -
rotating crystals. A model is developed to describe ensembles of several droplets, taking into account
the hydrodynamic interactions between the rotating droplets in the presence of a solid wall below the
rotating ensemble. A good agreement with the experimentally observed periodic dynamics for an
ensemble of four droplets is obtained. During the rotation, the tips of the elongated magnetic droplets
approach close to one another. An expression is derived that gives the magnetic interaction between
such droplets by taking into account the coulombian forces between magnetic charges on the droplet
tips.
1. Introduction
In recent years, systems based on out-of-equilibrium as-
semblies have gained considerable attention, see for example
the recent review on field driven self-assemblies of colloids
by active structuring [1].
In particular, the formation of spinning dynamical struc-
tures under rotating magnetic fields, leading to 2D rotating-
crystals, have been studied in a series of works [2, 3, 4, 5]
with different systems, showing several specificities of such
"spinners". Ref. [2, 3] study a system of millimeter-sized
magnetized disks, floating above a liquid-gas interface un-
der the action of an inhomogeneous field (created by rotating
permanent magnets). The repulsion between disks at finite
Reynolds number results in a lift force between the rotat-
ing particles [2, 3]. The formation of rotating crystals of
magnetic Janus colloids is described in [4]. There, a signif-
icant role is played by lubrication effects between rotating
colloids. These effects are responsible for the dependence
of the crystal angular velocity on the crystal size. In [5], an
ensemble of magnetic droplets at the liquid-air interface is
observed to form ordered dynamical structures under rotat-
ing field . Each droplet contains magnetic micron-sized par-
ticles which are chaining under magnetic field. The precess-
ing field induces the rotation of the chains inside the droplets,
which results in the global rotation of the droplets, which, in
turn, auto-organize in a dynamical crystal.
Such 2D rotating crystals are also considered in the broader
context of active matter. Let us mention here the rotating
crystals formed by fastmoving sulfur oxidizing bacteria Thio-
volum Majus where the formation of the rotating crystals
is due to the hydrodynamic and steric interactions between
cells [6]. Moreover, a spontaneous breaking of the inter-
nal chirality leads to the development of rotational motion
of self-propelling particles [7].
Here 2D rotating crystals of a new kind - ensembles of
rotating needle-like magnetic droplets (micron-sized and re-
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sulting from a phase separation [8]) - are observed and de-
scribed. The observation parameters are chosen in the re-
gion, where according to the sequence of bifurcations of such
magnetic droplets, the system is above the transition oblate-
prolate [8, 9]. For densely packed needle-like droplets in a
rotating field, the axis ratios resulting from an interplay be-
tween the droplet breakup and coalescence have been exam-
ined by [10]. We present below the experimental observa-
tions of ensembles of such droplets under rotating field and
their tentative modeling.
2. Experiment
2.1. Experimental setup
In the experiments we use a water-based ferrofluid made
of maghemite nanoparticles (diameter 푑 = 7푛푚, volume
fraction 휑 = 5%) that are stabilized with a citrate coating. A
demixing in two coexisting phases can be induced in the fer-
rofluid by increasing its ionic strength, adding NaCl [11, 12].
In this way, droplets of highly concentrated phase are ob-
tained coexisting with a surrounding medium at extremely
low concentration of magnetic nanoparticles. These droplets
exhibit under rather low static and dynamic fields, a series
of shape instabilities as described in [8, 9].
We introduce ≈ 15휇푙 of the phase separated ferrofluid
into a closed volume between two microscope slides sepa-
rated by a double-sided tape of height퐻 ≈ 130휇푚, and we
observe it with a Leica DMI3000B microscope that is sup-
plied with a home built coil setup. Droplets are filmed with a
Basler acA1920-155um camera attached to the microscope,
and the images are recorded in 8-bit gray-scale format. We
track the droplet shape and position using a custom written
program in MATLAB.
2.2. Determination of the magnetic droplet
parameters
As in [9], we measure the properties of a few droplets
(typically 10 microns in diameter) by elongating them along
a magnetic field (of a few tens of gauss) and assuming an
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axisymmetric ellipsoidal shape fitted with the theoretical re-
lation from [13, 14]. From this we find that the relative mag-
netic permeability of the magnetic droplets is 휇 = 34±2 and
the surface tension is 훾 = (8.2 ± 0.4) ⋅ 10−4푒푟푔∕푐푚2.
To determine their viscosity, the elongated droplets are
let to relax in zero field, under their surface tension. The
exponential relaxation of the droplet deformation parameter
퐷 = (푎−푏)∕(푎+푏) (푎 and 푏 are the semi-axes of the droplet)
is fitted as a function of time using the expression from [15]
assuming small deformations 퐷 << 1 and an axisymmetric
ellipsoidal shape. We get that the ratio of the droplet vis-
cosity 휂푖 over the viscosity of the surrounding liquid 휂푒 is
휆 = 휂푖∕휂푒 = 10.1 ± 2.5.
2.3. Droplet behavior under a rotating magnetic
field
When the phase separated ferrofluid sample is first placed
under a microscope, some droplets are located close to the
bottom of the cell due to their size and to their density being
larger than that of the surrounding fluid, but with a distribu-
tion of heights. When a rotating magnetic field of magnitude
퐵 = 60퐺 and frequency 푓 = 15퐻푧 is applied, we observe
that the droplets arrange themselves in the same focal plane.
By adjusting the focus of themicroscope, we determined that
the droplets are around ℎ = (9 ± 1)휇푚 above the bottom of
the sample-cell.
In this applied rotating field, there is a critical volume
푉푐푟푖푡 ≈
휋
6 (3.5휇푚)
3 for the droplets. If the volume of a par-
ticular droplet is larger than 푉푐푟푖푡 the droplet flattens out intoan oblate shape [8, 9] that sucks in and merges with smaller
droplets in its immediate vicinity. However, if the droplet
volume is below this critical value, they elongate and ro-
tate with the same frequency as the field without coalescing.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.
Once the at first unsteady motion has settled, the small-
enough elongated droplets arrange themselves into crystal
like structures (Figure 2) rotating in the direction of the mag-
netic field, albeit more slowly. The droplets in these crys-
tals experience some oscillations around their lattice points,
however the crystal structure remains intact and it rotates
like a solid body (except sometimes for the most outer layer,
where some drift is observed).
In regions where the droplet concentration is larger, the
droplets form 2D triangular crystals that are too large to no-
ticeably rotate. The centers of the droplets are Delaunay tri-
angulated to clearly see the lattice structure. Figure 3) il-
lustrates that the 2D structure is polycrystalline with a grain
boundary marked by an array of dislocations.
The droplet lengths are more similar within a stationary
single crystal than they were at first. Figure 4 illustrates a
mechanism by which the droplets could achieve this. The
length (and presumably also the volume) of a small droplet
situated in between the lattice points of a large crystal in-
creases over time. It is hard to assess the change of the
droplet’s width since it is close to the microscope spatial res-
olution and its determination is sensitive to errors from an
ellipsoidal fit during the image processing.
Figure 1: A view of droplets right after a rotating magnetic
field is turned on. If a droplet’s volume is below a critical value,
it elongates and rotates with the field. If a droplet’s volume is
above a critical value, it flattens out into an oblate shape that
also rotates with the field (seen at the center of the image).
Field of view = 400 × 250휇푚2. Magnetic field (퐵 = 60퐺 and
푓 = 15퐻푧) is rotating in the plane of observation
Figure 2: In time droplets organize themselves in 2D rotating
crystals. Each individual droplet is rotating in the direction
and with the frequency of the magnetic field. The crystal is
also rotating in the direction of the magnetic field, but more
slowly. Field of view = 400×250휇푚2. Magnetic field (퐵 = 60퐺
and 푓 = 15퐻푧) is rotating in the plane of observation
3. Model
3.1. Description of the model
To understand the underlying interactions that lead to
this ordering of the rotating elongated droplets, we develop
a model below. The motion of the rotating droplet crystals is
described by taking into account the flow each droplet pro-
duces. In the model, we assume that a droplet exerts a point
torque at its center of mass producing a so called rotlet flow
around it. Since the droplets are spinning close to the bottom
of the sample, it is important to take into account the effects
of the wall on the flow field.
We use the rotlet expression taking into account an in-
finite no-slip wall from [16]. In the case where the plane
is located at 푧 = 0 and a torque 휏⃗ = (0, 0, 휏) is applied at
the point (푋, 푌 ,푍), the velocity at (푥, 푦, 푧) simplifies and is
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Figure 3: If the droplets are densely situated, they organize
themselves in a large stationary 2D triangular lattice. Each
droplet still rotates in the direction and with the frequency of
the magnetic field, but the whole crystal is stationary. Field of
view = 400×250휇푚2. Magnetic field (퐵 = 60퐺 and 푓 = 15퐻푧)
and the droplets are rotating in the plane of observation
Figure 4: The lengths of two droplets within a large stationary
crystal. The small droplet finds itself between bigger droplets
that form the lattice. The length of the small droplet (red
points) increases over time. The length of the large droplet
(blue points) remains relatively static. The equations describe
a linear fit.
given by
푢⃗ = 1
8휋휂
(
휏⃗ × 푟⃗|푟⃗|3 − 휏⃗ × 푅⃗|푅⃗|3
)
, (1)
where 푟⃗ = (푥−푋, 푦−푌 , 푧−푍) and 푅⃗ = (푥−푋, 푦−푌 , 푧+푍),
the viscosity 휂 here equals 휂푒. The velocity of the j-th droplet
is calculated as the sum of rotlet fields produced by all other
droplets at the location of the center of mass of j-th droplet,
i.e. 푣⃗푗 = ∑푖≠푗 푢⃗푖.To determine the torque a rotating droplet exerts, we treat
it as a rigid body. Even though the droplets are liquid and
contract to spherical shapes if the magnetic field is removed,
the approximation of a rigid particle is justified because the
internal viscosity 휂푖 is 10 times larger than the viscosity 휂푒
of the surrounding medium. Since the droplets are well de-
scribed by a slender body approximation (the aspect ratio is
typically 18:1), and because they rotate with their rotational
axis perpendicular to the infinite wall, the torque they pro-
duce is close to that of a slender body rotating in an infinite
fluid (see Figure 15 in [17]). Therefore for simplicity, we
use the expression given by [18] (page 56) for the torque of
a rotating ellipsoid where the flow is in an infinite space.
Since this model does not take into account any radial
forces of flows between two droplets, it does not impose an
equilibrium distance between two droplets. Therefore, as an
initial condition in the calculations, we place the droplets at
positions taken from an experiment. We then let their posi-
tions evolve according to this model.
3.2. Tests of the model
To test the model, let us first look at the case of two
droplets orbiting around a common center of mass. Exper-
imentally the droplets are rotating with an angular velocity
휔푒푥푝푟표푡 = (0.66 ± 0.04)푟푎푑∕푠. Using in the model the dropletlength and starting with coordinates from the experimental
images (as said above), we get a value for the angular ve-
locity 휔푡ℎ푒표푟푟표푡 = (0.6±0.1)푟푎푑∕푠which is in good agreementwith the experiment. We calculate the angular velocity of the
rotating crystal by taking the average between all droplets of
휔푟표푡 =
||푟⃗ × 푣⃗|||푟⃗|2 , (2)
where 푟⃗ is the vector from the center of mass of the crystal to
that of the droplet and 푣⃗ is the droplet’s velocity. The error
for the model value is determined by varying input parame-
ters within measurement error boundaries.
As shown in Figure 5 fourmagnetic droplets form a quadri-
lateral that rotates in the direction of the field and addition-
ally its diagonal lengths oscillate. Again using droplet pa-
rameters from the experiment, we calculate the motion of
the droplets and see that the rotation of the quadrilateral and
the oscillation of the diagonal lengths is nicely reproduced
as shown in Figure 6. The angular oscillation frequency of
the experiment is found to be 휔푒푥푝푑푖푎푔 = (0.95 ± 0.02)푟푎푑∕푠
which coincides with the value from the model 휔푡ℎ푒표푟푑푖푎푔 =
(1.1 ± 0.2)푟푎푑∕푠. The experimental angular velocity of the
crystal 휔푒푥푝푟표푡 = (0.47±0.04)푟푎푑∕푠 just barely coincides withthe model value 휔푡ℎ푒표푟푟표푡 = (0.60 ± 0.09)푟푎푑∕푠. However, theratio of the two cannot be described with the current model:
휔푒푥푝푑푖푎푔∕휔
푒푥푝
푟표푡 = 2.0±0.2 and 휔푡ℎ푒표푟푑푖푎푔 ∕휔푡ℎ푒표푟푟표푡 = 1.71±0.02. In-terestingly, in the model, while the uncertainty in the droplet
length is the primary source of error both for 휔푑푖푎푔 and 휔푟표푡,the error in their ratio comes mostly from the uncertainty of
the droplet position above the horizontal wall.
When calculating the motion of a large rotating crystal
of droplets, we soon find that because there is nothing that
forces an equilibrium distance between the droplets, the 2D
crystal does not retain its regular shape and quickly disinte-
grates.
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Figure 5: Four droplets form a quadrilateral rotating crystal
with oscillating diagonal lengths. The droplets are labeled 1-4,
and are Delaunay triangulated to better illustrate their motion.
Snapshots are taken with 2 second increments. Magnetic field
(퐵 = 60퐺 and 푓 = 15퐻푧) is rotating in the plane of observa-
tion
3.3. Suggestions for further improvement of the
model
We propose that the equilibrium distance between the
droplets is given by a balance between a magnetic attractive
force and a radially outward secondary flow, as described
in [19] for a rotating spherical particle. Some further work
is still needed to write the secondary flow expression for a
rotating elongated droplet near a wall. We do, however, pro-
pose an expression for the magnetic attraction (in Gaussian
units).
Since the tips of two rotating elongatedmagnetic droplets
with opposite magnetic charges ±휋푏2푀 (푀 is the magne-
tization of the droplet) may come rather close to each other,
the magnetic interaction between the droplets is given by
a coulumbian interaction of the charges on their tips with
coordinates 푟⃗1,2 = (±푎 cos (Ω푡),±푎 sin (Ω푡)); 푟⃗3,4 = (푟 ±
푎 cos (Ω푡),±푎 sin (Ω푡)) (the radius vector between centers of
droplets is along 푥-axis).
Modeling the droplet as cylinder with cross-section ra-
dius 푏 and length 2푎, the energy of a coulombian interaction
Figure 6: The diagonal lengths of the four droplet rotating
crystal over time. The blue and red points are taken from
experimental fits of the droplet positions. The black lines are
the model results, which used the droplet position at 푡 = 0 that
were taken from the experiment and the droplet dimensions
that were taken from the experiment within the margins of
error such that the model best fits the experiment points.
푈 may be written as 푈 = 푈13 + 푈24 + 푈14 + 푈23, where
푈13 = 푈24 =
(휋푏2푀)2
푟
푈14(푡) = −
(휋푏2푀)2√
(푟 − 2푎 cos (Ω푡))2 + 4푎2 sin2 (Ω푡)
푈23(푡) = 푈14(푡 + 휋∕Ω)
(3)
Taking the average with respect to the rotation period 2휋∕Ω
we obtain
푈 = 2(휋푏
2푀)2
푟
(
1 − 12휋 ∫ 2휋0 푑푡√(1+2푎 cos (푡)∕푟)2+4푎2 sin2 (푡)∕푟2
)
(4)
If 푟 >> 2푎, then we obtain 푈 = − 푚22푟3 , where 푚 = 2푎휋푏2푀is the magnetic moment of the droplet. Thus at large dis-
tances between droplets, the interaction energy is given by
the time averaged dipolar interaction energy.
The magnetic force between droplets is obtained by dif-
ferentiation. It is shown in Figure 7, scaled by 푚2∕8푎4. Fig-
ure 7 shows that at close distance between droplets the dipo-
lar interaction force is smaller by an order of magnitude than
the force calculated using coulombian interaction between
effective magnetic charges. It is this strong attraction that
balances the hydrodynamic flows in the formation of the 2D
crystals of magnetic droplets.
4. Conclusions
Ensembles of magnetic microdroplets in a rotating mag-
netic field form structures with a regular triangular order -
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Figure 7: Dimensionless magnetic force as a function of the
inverse distance between droplets. Exact relation - thick line,
dipolar approximation - thin line.
rotating crystals. The distance between the droplets results
from a balance between the magnetic attraction and the re-
pulsion associated with the flow arising from inertial effects.
Ensembles of several droplets (2,4) are well described by the
model taking into account the hydrodynamic interactions be-
tween the droplets in the presence of a solid wall underneath.
In large arrays, rows of dislocations are observed at the grain
boundaries. It is shown that for an accurate description of
the magnetic interaction between the droplets, the coulom-
bian interaction between the magnetic charges on the tips of
the elongated droplets must be considered.
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